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Highlights

− A prediction-based anomaly detection method

− Anomaly detection system based on real-time big data architecture

− Iterative detection model update and real-time anomaly detection

− Supporting real-time anomaly detection for scalable smart meter data
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Scalable Prediction-based Online Anomaly Detection for Smart Meter Data

Xiufeng Liu, Per Sieverts Nielsen

Technical University of Denmark

Abstract

Today smart meters are widely used in the energy sector to record energy consumption in real time. Large amounts

of smart meter data have been accumulated and used for diverse analysis purposes. Anomaly detection raises the

big data problem, namely the detection of abnormal events or unusual consumption behaviors. However, there is a

lack of appropriate online systems that can handle anomaly detection for large-scale smart meter data effectively and

efficiently. This paper proposes a lambda system for detecting anomalous consumption patterns, aiming at assisting

decision makings for smart energy management. The proposed system uses a prediction-based detection method,

combined with a novel lambda architecture for iterative model updates and real-time anomaly detection. This paper

evaluates the system using a real-world data set and a large synthetic data set, and compares with three baselines. The

results show that the proposed system has good scalability, and has a competitive advantage over others in anomaly

detection.

Keywords: Anomaly detection, Lambda architecture, Real-time, Data mining, Scalability

1. Introduction1

Anomalies are often defined as the observations that lie outside the overall pattern of distribution [35], also known2

as outliers. In recent years, due to the wide deployment of smart meters, anomaly detection of energy consumption3

has received increasing research efforts, such as the works [11, 26, 29, 43]. Smart meters are the electronic devices for4

recording energy consumption at a regular time interval, usually every 15 minutes [12]. Detailed smart meter data can5

be used for billing and monitoring purposes. Anomalies may be caused by meter defects, consumer behavior changes,6

energy leakage and over-lighting. Anomaly detection becomes an important part of energy management systems to7

identify potential risks in order to take timely actions, for example, to prevent energy leakage or energy theft [11]. In8

addition, anomaly detection can provide reliable data for accurate billing, and for training a model, such as forecasting9

where anomalous data may result in bias or failure for parameter estimation [40].10

Traditional anomaly detection methods are usually performed manually with the help of data visualization tools11

[21]. With these tools, users identify normal patterns, then single out the samples that deviate from the normal12
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patterns, e.g., [14, 26, 43]. The detection is conducted in an offline fashion and on a sample of data. However, this13

method is not suitable for the online detection of anomalies in real-time smart meter data. Real-time detection must14

be able to detect anomalies at the current point in time in order to notify and/or take actions [21]. Real-time detection15

methods have been found in [5, 11], which use prediction algorithms to predict the next measurement in a data stream,16

then classify the actual measurement as normal or abnormal by comparing the predicted value. The biggest problem17

with real-time detection is the update frequency of the detection model, whilst these works use static models in their18

detection. In order to reflect the latest trends and patterns, online detection models must be trained and updated in a19

timely manner. Model training is often time-consuming, especially when using large data sets (e.g., entire historical20

data). The training has to be carried out offline. However, this may lead to using stale models in online detection.21

This is a prominent issue in detecting abnormal consumption of smart meter data streams.22

As mentioned earlier, there are different types of anomalies. In this paper, we limit the scope of work to pattern23

anomaly detection. The reason is based on the observation that residential consumption patterns often show similarly,24

mainly due to residents’ living habits. Figure 1 illustrates an example of daily electricity consumption patterns in25

four continuous days (synthetic data). As can be seen from the figure, the patterns in the first three days are similar,26

being peaks in the morning and in the evening respectively, indicating that more energy is used after getting up and27

after work. However, the fourth day is quite different. The consumption throughout the day is very high and there28

is no clear morning and evening peak. Compared with historical consumption patterns, this consumption pattern can29

be classified as an anomaly. According to the duration of this new pattern, the emergence of this pattern can be a30

good signal for attention. For example, if the next day’s pattern is similar to this one, it may be, for example, the31

residents have begun using high energy consuming appliance (e.g., heating/cooling devices in cold/hot weather); or32

new residents with a different consumption habit have moved into this apartment. Utilities can provide personalized33

energy services and energy-saving suggestions to this household. If this pattern only appears temporarily, it can be34

due to the reason, for example, network communication errors, forgetting to turning off the stove after cooking, or35

other unusual events that occur in this apartment (e.g., the residents staying home for a party celebration throughout36

the day). Therefore, pattern anomaly detection can provide useful information for utilities and households to decide37

whether to take appropriate actions or not, and real-time detection can be a desirable feature of an energy management38

system for taking prompt actions.39

In this paper, we propose an anomaly detection method that uses machine learning and statistics and combines40

it with big data technologies to detect abnormal energy consumption patterns in real time. We not only focus on41

anomaly detection using data analysis, but also emphasize implementing a system that can support real-time data42

processing and high scalability. We believe this work will raise the research interest in combining data engineering43

and data-intensive technologies to improve energy management. In order to discover abnormal patterns, we propose44

a prediction-based detection method; and in order to detect anomalies in real time, we have implemented a lambda45

system. A lambda system has a three-layer architecture, including batch layer, speed layer, and serving layer [33]. The46

batch layer runs batch jobs for data-intensive computing, while the speed layer runs real-time jobs for for data stream47
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Figure 1: Daily consumption pattern and the anomaly

processing. The serving layer answers queries by merging the results from the speed layer and the batch layer. In our48

system, we use the batch layer to refresh detection models periodically, and use the speed layer to detect anomalies49

in real time. The serving layer is used to answer user queries and used for notification purpose. The implementation50

uses Apache Spark as the batch layer technology, Spark Streaming as the speed layer technology, and PostgreSQL51

as the serving lay technology. Spark is a distributed computing framework that supports scalable data processing in52

the cluster (more details will be discussed in Section 3.5). Smart meter data can be streamed into the lambda system53

directly to detect anomalies in real time. It is worth noting that although the system was developed for the anomaly54

detection of residential electricity consumption, the method can also be used to the detection of other data, such as55

water and heating data. This is because of the generic nature of time series, and the prediction-based detection method56

proposed in this paper. In addition, the proposed method is not limited to daily pattern anomaly detection. It can also57

be used to detect the abnormal patterns of other window sizes, and point anomalies (i.e., the window size is 1 hour for58

our example).59

The lambda system for anomaly detection was presented in our conference paper [29]. Based on the previous60

work, this paper refines the detection models using new distance metrics, evaluates the system under different set-61

tings, and compares with other detection models. In summary, the contributions of this paper are as follows: 1) A62

prediction-based method is proposed for detecting unusual consumption patterns; 2) A novel lambda system is im-63

plemented to support real-time anomaly detection and batch model refreshment; 3) The lambda system is evaluated64

comprehensively, and compared with three baseline methods. The results show that the proposed system has good65

scalability for handling large-scale data sets, and the detection method has a competitive advantage over others.66

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 investigates related works. Section 3 discusses the67

anomaly detection algorithms, the implementation and the baselines for comparison. Section 4 evaluates the system68

by comparing it with the baselines. Section 5 summarizes the paper and provides research directions for future work.69
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2. Related Work70

Anomaly detection has the applications in the domain of smart meter data analysis. Anomaly detection is cru-71

cial to energy management because it helps improve energy services and increase energy savings [29]. Residential72

consumption is usually estimated based on the days where the patterns differ according to the behaviors of different73

occupants and different time periods, such as day, night, weekday, weekend and holiday [11]. Therefore, anomaly74

detection systems for residential households should detect suspicious consumption based on patterns and seasonality75

[3]. In this paper, an anomaly is defined as the actual consumption pattern that deviates from a predicted value by76

calculating the distance. Anomalies are classified according to a calculated Gaussian probability value that is below77

a given threshold. Chou et al. flagged an anomaly according to two standard deviations above or below the predicted78

power consumption [11]. However, the anomaly identification in their method is based on the statistical model created79

using consumption values, while ours is based on the probability model created using distance values.80

There is much research work on anomaly detection in the smart energy sector. Chandola et al. conducted a survey81

about anomaly detection methods in different domains including energy [8], and Zhang et al. compared clustering,82

regression and entropy methods for detecting anomalous electricity consumption [43]. Normal distribution is an83

effective statistical method for anomaly classification, which is used in [11, 23, 22] and in this work. However,84

statistical methods usually have to be combined with other techniques to detect anomalies, such as clustering or85

regression. Jakkula et al. used clustering along with a statistical method to find outliers in electricity consumption86

time series from smart homes [22]. Herrerias detected electricity intensity anomalies based on seasonal patterns [20].87

These methods are based on pattern similarity, but more works are based on regression methods. The early work [25]88

detected outliers by a linear regression method with a threshold limit. This approach, however, produced a lot of false89

positives for large data sets. Adnan et al. later improved it by combining with a clustering method, and obtained90

a better result [1]. Zhang et al. further considered the impact of outdoor temperature and used a three-piecewise91

linear regression method to fit the relationship between energy consumption and outdoor temperature. However,92

linear regression-based methods require well-defined independent variables [31]. Brown et al. predicted electricity93

demand using K-nearest neighborhood (KNN) in a kernel regression method [5]. Zhang proposed a hybrid model of94

combining auto-regressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) with adaptive artificial neural network (ANN). These95

works provide a good accuracy for anomaly detection, but their usefulness for scalable online detection is unclear. In96

this paper, we propose a prediction-based method for anomaly detection, but incorporate the detection method into a97

lambda system to support real-time detection, and regular model refreshment. The proposed approach not only has a98

good accuracy, but also supports parallel detection for large-scale data streams.99

Batch and streaming data processing have been receiving much research effort. Liu et al. investigated the tech-100

nologies for real-time big data processing and proposed the technologies that can be used for the lambda architecture101

[28]. [36] and [17] developed real-time architectures for processing other domain-specific big data, including health-102

care and social media. Cheng et al. suggested that smart city data platforms should have the ability to handle the103
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complexity of smart city data and to process data in real time and in batches [10]. They also suggested that anomaly104

detection should become a core component of a smart city data platform. Streaming data anomaly detection was also105

found in [37], but the model used is static. In contrast, the detection models in our work are refreshed iteratively in106

batch jobs, and the detection is conducted in real-time jobs.107

The lambda architecture is becoming increasingly popular for its real-time and batch capability. The works [7, 28]108

extensively reviewed the technologies that can be used for the lambda architecture. The industrial energy management109

system [38] used the lambda architecture to process real-time data in a cloud environment. Kroßet al. extended the110

lambda architecture by adding on-demand capability for processing data streams, and optimized the scheduling system111

in order to run real-time and batch jobs in the same cluster [24]. Moreover, Martnez-Prieto et al. processed semantic112

data on a lambda system [32]. Villari et al. proposed AllJoyn lambda to manage smart home devices [39]. Hasani113

used a lambda system to analyze network log data to discover network anomalies [18], and Liu et al. used it for smart114

grid complex event processing [27]. In short, the lambda architecture is a generic framework that can be applied to115

different domains to achieve real-time capability for big data. In this work, we focus its application in the energy116

field to detect anomalies for scalable energy consumption time series. We study the ability of the lambda architecture117

to perform regular model updates and real-time anomaly detection, and this study provides a proof of concept for its118

implementation in the smart energy market.119

3. Anomaly Detection System120

In this section, we will detail the online anomaly detection system, including system architecture, detection model,121

and implementation.122

3.1. System Overview123

The system uses a prediction-based method to detect pattern anomalies for residential electricity consumption.124

The overall process is depicted conceptually in Figure 2, which is a supervised machine learning method that includes125

a training and a detection process. The basis of our system is the prediction model that predicts an observed pattern126

with the assumption that the pattern will reappear in the future (with slight variations). If the actual assumption127

or pattern is far from the predicted value in terms of distance, it will be classified as an anomaly according to a128

predefined threshold value. In the training process, we use historical consumption data to train the prediction model129

(the model will be described in the next section). At the same time, we calculate Euclidean distances between all130

actual consumption patterns and the patterns generated by the prediction model. Then, we use normal distribution131

to fit the distances and compute the mean, µ, as well as the standard deviation, δ. In the end, the prediction model132

and the statistical parameters, µ and δ, will be used as the input of the detection process. The detection process133

is relatively straightforward, which uses a probability model to classify anomalies. The distance between an actual134

consumption pattern and its predicted pattern is first calculated. Then, the probability is computed using the formula,135
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p(x) = 1
δ
√

2π
e−(x−µ)2/2δ2

, and used to determine if the distance is an anomaly or not. The proposed anomaly detection136

system is built on the lambda architecture with real-time capability for big data. The detection model is refreshed137

iteratively and used by the detection process to identify anomalies in real time (Section 3.5 will describe further138

details).139

Figure 2: Overview of the anomaly detection processs

3.2. PARX Prediction Model140

We now describe the prediction model. This model is called periodic auto-regression with exogenous variables141

(PARX) [3, 30], which is used for short-term residential electricity consumption prediction. This model takes into142

account several exogenous variables, including outdoor temperature, the area of the house or apartment, and the size143

of the family. Due to the difficulty in obtaining socio-economic data, we simplified the model by considering only144

the impact of outdoor temperature. For example, when the temperature drops in winter, the electricity consumption145

increases due to the heating demand; in summer when the temperature rises, the consumption also increases due to146

the cooling demand. The PARX model also considers the impact of residents on how the energy is used, largely due147

to their living habits. The impact can often be indicated by repeated consumption patterns, such as daily and weekly.148

For the daily pattern, morning peaks usually appear around 7 AM on weekdays, and evening peaks appear at 5 – 8149

PM. On weekends and holidays, morning peaks may be delayed to the time of 9 – 10 AM as the residents get up later.150

The consumption over days of the week also has a regular weekly pattern. For example, the consumption of weekends151

is higher than weekdays, due to staying at home.152

The PARX model for daily prediction has a seasonality of 24, representing every 24 hours as one period. At the153
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s-th hour of the day, or the s-th season, the consumption values of the same hour of the p previous days are used for154

the auto-regression in PARX, and the weather temperature is used as an exogenous component. The PARX model of155

the s-th season and the n-th period can be expressed as156

ys,n =

p∑

i=1

αs,iys,n−i + βs,1t′ + βs,2t′′ + βs,3t′′′ + εs, s ∈ [0, 23] (1)

where y is the consumption time-series; p is the order of auto-regression; t′, t′′ and t′′′ are the exogenous variables157

accounting for outdoor temperature t, defined in Equation (2) − (4); α and β are coefficients; and ε is white noise.158

t′ =



t − 20 if t > 20◦C

0 otherwise
(2)

t′′ =



16 − t if t < 16◦C

0 otherwise
(3)

t′′′ =



5 − t if t < 5◦C

0 otherwise
(4)

The temperatures, 5◦C, 16◦C and 20◦C, represent the critical points of overheating, heating and cooling, respec-159

tively. These values may vary from different climate zones.160

We choose the PARX model for the online anomaly detection for the following reasons: The model itself has161

taken into account the exogenous variables that may affect the consumption, including seasonality and ripple effect162

of energy consumption. PARX is a supervised machine learning method, and has good prediction accuracy (see the163

experimental results in Section 4.3). PARX can exactly match the lambda architecture that uses batch jobs for model164

updates, and real-time jobs for anomaly detection in sliding windows.165

3.3. Anomaly Detection166

In the following, we will describe the anomaly detection of consumption patterns, including daily patterns and the167

patterns of other window sizes.168

3.3.1. Daily Pattern Anomaly Detection169

Daily pattern anomalies are defined as the patterns that have not previously appeared. We assume that often-170

observed daily patterns represent usual consumption behaviors during the day, while rarely-observed patterns repre-171

sent unusual consumption behaviors. We compute the distances between the actual and the predicted patterns, and172

use the statistical normal distribution method to determinate whether a distance is anomaly or not. The detection is173

a supervised learning method consisting of learning and testing processes. In the training process, time series are174

partitioned into days to train PARX prediction models and Gaussian probability models, respectively (see Figure 3).175
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For each season, two types of the models are generated. The Gaussian model is generated using the distances between176

the predicted and the actual patterns for all days. The distance metrics used are described in Section 3.4. Figure 3177

describes the training process where a raw consumption time series and an outdoor temperature time series are seg-178

mented according to days. For each season, a PARX model (or parameters) and a Gaussian model, N(µ, δ2), are179

computed according to Equation 1. Therefore, a total of 24 models is generated for PARX and Gaussian, respectively.180

Figure 3: The process of training anomaly detection models

Algorithm 1 describes the training process which computes the PARX and the Gaussian models that will be used181

by the detection process. This algorithm will be implemented as a Spark program in order to run in a cluster to182

compute the models in parallel (we will discuss it further in Section 3.5.1). The details of the algorithm are described183

in the following. In order to compute the models, the algorithm is given the inputs including a collection of energy184

consumption time series TS, an outdoor temperature time series ts′, and the order of auto-regression p. For each185

season s, a PARX model is computed using the consumption and the outdoor temperature time series (see line 7–8).186

According to the data distribution shown in Figure 12, the Euclidean distances between the predicted and the actual187

consumption at a specific season s satisfy lognormal distribution. Therefore, the Gaussian model can be computed188

based on the logarithmic values of the Euclidean distances (see line 12-18). The total number of the PARX models189

is ||TS|| × 24, as well as the Gaussian models. The generated models are stored in the PostgreSQL database in the190

serving layer, and will be accessed by the speed layer for online anomaly detection.191

In the detection process, unique variate Gaussian distribution is used, which is described in the following. Given a192

training data set, X = {x1, x2, ..., xn} whose data points satisfy the normal distribution with the mean µ and the variance193

δ2, the probability density function is defined as194

p(x; µ, δ) =
1

δ
√

2π
e−

(x−µ)2

2δ2 (5)

where µ = 1
n

∑n
i=1 xi and δ2 = 1

n

∑n
i=1(xi − µ)2. The classification is based on the probability value: if p is less than the195

user-defined threshold, i.e., p(x) < ε, the data point will be regarded as an anomaly.196

Algorithm 2 describes the detection algorithm where the current daily consumption collection is given as the197

input. The algorithm can detect a large number of time series in parallel. For each instance, the latest models from198

the training process are used to predict new values. The distance and the probability are computed in the algorithm,199
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Algorithm 1 Anomaly detection model training
1: function TRAIN(TimeSeriesCollection TS, TemperatureTimeSeries ts′ Order p)

2: M← {} . Initialize the collection of PARX parameters

3: N ← {} . Initialize the collection of the statistical model parameters

4: for all ts ∈ TS do

5: id ← Get the unique identity of ts

6: for all s ∈ 0...23 do

7: tsc, tst ← Construct a new consumption time series using ts, and a new temperature time series tst using ts′ at season s

8: α1, ..., αp, β1, β2, β3 ← Compute the PARX model using tsc and tst

9: Insert (id, s, α1, ..., αp, β1, β2, β3) intoM
10: L ← {}
11: D ← Get the days of ts

12: for all d ∈ D do

13: x̂← Compute the predicted reading of the season s using PARX

14: x← Get the actual hourly reading from ts of the day d

15: d ← Compute the Euclidean distance between x and x̂

16: Add d into L
17: µ, δ← Compute the mean and standard deviation using the normal distribution model on L
18: Insert (id, s, µ, δ) into N

returnM,N

and they are used for determining an anomaly. This algorithm is self-explanatory, and more details are described200

in the following. First, it reads meter readings from a data stream, and fetches outdoor temperature time series and201

the models from PostgreSQL in the serving layer. For a prediction, the algorithm uses the parameters, including the202

pre-computed PARX models, previous p day’s readings at the current season s, and the outdoor temperature at the203

current hour (see line 4–7). The algorithm then calculates the logarithmic value of the distance between the predicted204

and the actual readings. Note that the detection process uses the same distance metric as the training process. The205

distance is used to calculate Gaussian probability (see line 8–10), which is for classifying an anomaly according to206

the threshold value, ε. In the end, an anomaly is written into the PostgreSQL database in the serving layer for user207

notification purpose (see line 11–12). Note that for a system in production, it is not a good practice to set a single208

threshold value for all customers. Therefore, the system should support users to define their own threshold values in209

order to receive alerting message according to their desired purposes or conditions. As today utilities tend to offer210

portable apps for their customers to interact with smart energy management systems, setting a personalized threshold211

value will not be a challenge. For example, it can be implemented as one of the features of the app.212

3.3.2. Anomaly Detection of Other Window Sizes213

Although the above discussed anomaly detection for daily patterns, the proposed method can also be applied to214

the patterns of other window sizes, e.g., a particular time range of the day such as the morning peak at 6 – 9 AM or215

the evening peak 6 – 9 PM. If the time window is reduced to one hour, it becomes point anomaly detection, which can216

be seen as a special case of pattern anomaly detection. Again, PARX can be used to predict each point value in a time217

series and the difference between the predicted and the observed value is computed. The difference is an indicator for218

the abnormality of the point in a time series. The probability of being an anomaly is computed by using the Gaussian219

10
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Algorithm 2 Online anomaly detection process
1: function DETECT(CurrentReadingCollectionV, Temperature t, PredictModelM, StatisticalModel N , Threshold ε )

2: R ← {} . Initialize the detection results

3: for all v ∈ V do

4: id ← Get the unique identity of v

5: s← Get the season of v

6: α1, ..., αp, β1, β2, β3 ← Get the parameters fromM by id

7: v̂← Compute the predicted reading at s using PARX with the parameters, the p days’ readings at s, and temperature t

8: x← Compute the distance between the vectors, v̂ and v

9: µ, δ← Get the statistical model parameters from N by id and s

10: p← Compute the probability using the normal distribution function, 1
δ
√

2π
e
− (x−µ)2

2δ2

11: if p < ε then

12: Add (id, s, p, current time) into R
return R

function. The same training and detection process can be applied to detect point anomalies.220

3.4. Distance Metrics221

In this paper, we use the following two distance metrics in the detection algorithm. The first metric is called222

Euclidean distance, which is defined as223

d(x, x̂) = ||x − x̂||2 =
√√√n−1∑

i=0

(xi − x̂i)2 (6)

where x is the vector of the actual hourly consumption, while x̂ is the vector of predicted consumption by PARX;224

n = 24 for the daily pattern anomaly detection, while n = 1 for the point anomaly detection.225

The second metric is called KSC distance [9], which is defined as226

d̂(x, x̂) = min
q
||xq − x̂||2 (7)

where xq is a shifted version of x by the amount q that minimizes the distance. KSC distance can remedy the “double-227

penalty” problem of the peaks occurring on the time axis with a slight difference [2]. Figure 4 shows an example of228

the peak value of 1.0kWh in two vectors. If the q is shifted to the left for one hour, i.e., −1, the distance d̂ becomes229

0, otherwise it will be
√

2. This means that the difference between the actual and the predicted pattern with a slight230

shifting on the time axis may not represent an anomaly. A real-world example is that if one gets up late on some day,231

the morning peak will appear at 8–9 AM, instead of the usual time at 7–8 AM.232

In this paper, the daily pattern is shifted between −1 and 1, i.e., the last hour of the previous day and the first hour233

of the next day. We compute the corresponding distances for the three shifts and use the minimal one in the anomaly234

detection.235

3.5. Scalable Online Anomaly Detection236

In this section, we will introduce the lambda architecture, and describe how to use it to implement an anomaly237

detection system.238
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Figure 4: The double-penalty problem

3.5.1. Lambda Architecture239

In this system, we use the lambda architecture for online anomaly detection. Lambda architecture was first pro-240

posed by Marz for real-time data processing in 2014 [33]. The architecture is shown in Figure 5. As mentioned241

in Section 1, the lambda architecture consists of a speed layer, a batch layer, and a serving layer. The speed layer242

obtains data from streaming data sources, processes it, and updates incremental data to the serving layer in real time.243

Since the size of streaming data is typically small, and the data arrives continuously and fast, the speed layer usually244

uses memory-based technologies to achieve fast data processing. In contrast, the data for the batch layer is typically245

much larger, and this layer runs iterative batch jobs to process the full set of the data. The data arriving between the246

beginning and the end of a batch job will be processed in the next iteration. The generated batch view will replace its247

predecessor in the serving layer. Batch views are robust to any system failures since they can be regenerated in the248

next iteration. The serving layer is usually responsible for maintaining the views generated by the speed and batch249

layers, and answering user queries against the views. The query processor responses to a query by merging the results250

from real-time views and batch views.251

Figure 5: Lambda architecture

In a lambda system, the data pipeline is broken down into the three layers with clear demarcation of responsibili-252

ties. For each layer, there are different technologies that can be used for the implementation. The speed layer performs253

low-latency computations for incremental data. The streaming technology, such as Spark Streaming, Storm or S4, can254

be applied to this layer. The batch layer does batch computations for entire data sets, which requires good scalability.255

The big data processing systems, such as Spark, Hadoop, Pig, and Hive, are the good candidates for this layer. The256
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serving layer needs to respond user queries quickly, which requires a high-performance system. The technologies,257

including traditional relational data management system (RDBMS), memory-based data stores (Redis or Memcache),258

are NoSQL database systems (Cassandra, MongoDB, or HBase), are the good options.259

Figure 6: The system implementation

3.5.2. Implementation260

We now describe the implementation of the system (see Figure 6). We choose the open source distributed com-261

puting framework Apache Spark as the lambda system implementation. This framework consists of two components,262

Spark and Spark Streaming, which are used as the batch and the speed layer technology, respectively. Spark is respon-263

sible for the model updates through batch jobs, while Spark Streaming is responsible for detecting anomalies through264

real-time jobs. Spark uses all available data to iteratively calculate the PARX and the Gaussian models. The readings265

from smart meters flow into Hadoop distributed file system (HDFS), and the detection system in the speed layer. The266

entire lambda system is deployed on a cluster for parallel computing, and the cluster can guarantee scalability when267

processing large data sets. The cluster can be scaled horizontally by adding more nodes for greater scalability.268

The training algorithm is implemented using the application programming interfaces (APIs) of Spark. Internally,269

Spark uses the data structure, called resilient distributed data sets (RDDs), to achieve fault-tolerant computation on a270

cluster. Spark has different distributed computing operators, including map, reduce, groupByKey, filter, collect, and271

others [41]. In this implementation, the consumption and the temperature time series are constructed as RDD objects272

in Spark. When the PARX model is computed for each season, the groupByKey operator is applied to aggregate the273

consumption time series, using meter ID and season as a composite key. The temperature time series is aggregated by274

season. Then, the join operator is applied to connect the consumption time series and the temperature time series using275

the season attribute as the join key. The PARX model of each season, in fact, can be seen as a multi-linear regression276

model, which takes auto-regressors and exogenous variables as independent variables. In the end, the multiple linear277

regression function offered by the Spark machine learning library, MLib [34], is used to calculate the coefficients.278

For the serving layer, we choose PostgreSQL, a relational database management system, to manage the detection279

models that are updated iteratively by batch jobs. The update is performed at the end of a batch job. The models in280

the serving layer are fetched by real-time jobs for detections. Therefore, the detection system can always obtain the281

latest models for detecting anomalies. The detected anomalies are also saved into the PostgreSQL database for user282
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notification purpose.283

Real-time anomaly detection is performed in the speed layer. Spark Streaming reads incremental data into the284

data structure, called discretized stream (DStream), for every time interval [42], which is an hour in our case. Data285

operations are applied to the DStream directly for doing transformations, including removing unnecessary attribute286

values, filtering records and reformatting timestamp (see Figure 7). The anomaly detection method is prediction-based287

where a new value is predicted by the auto-regression method of using previous p days’ values of a specific season288

(or hour). For example, Figure 7 shows an example of predicting a new value using the last recent 3 days’ readings289

(i.e., when the order is set to p = 3). The window size is set to 72 hours in order to keep the past readings in the290

same window (see the green-colored RDDs). The window function, reduceByKeyAndWindow(func, windowLength,291

slideInterval), aggregates the data by a specified key, window length and slide interval (meter ID and season are the292

composite key, the window length is 72 hours, and the slide interval is 1 hour). In order to keep past values, Spark293

Streaming uses a data checkpoint mechanism to persist past RDDs to the underlying HDFS. For each batch of streams,294

the detection program first reads the detection models from the serving layer, then broadcasts them to all DStreams295

for detecting anomalies in real time.

Figure 7: Sliding windows for the online anomaly detection in Spark Streaming

296

3.6. Baselines for the Comparison297

In this section, we will discuss three existing anomaly detection methods as the baselines for comparison. They298

are the clustering-based detection method proposed by Bellala et al. [4], the weighted averaging method presented299

by Janetzko et al. [23], and the classical Boxplot method. The three baselines are only used to assess the anomaly300

detection model as they are not suitable for real-time detection that requires low latency.301

The clustering-based detection is an unsupervised learning method based on pattern similarity. Like our approach,302

a time series is partition into fixed-length fragments according to the day, but the fragments are then transformed into303

a frequency domain by Fourier transformation. Thus, a segment results in a k-dimensional vector in the frequency304

domain, k being the parameter of the transformation process. It then uses the dimensionality reduction algorithm305

MDS (i.e., multi-dimensional scaling) to obtain a low-dimension Euclidean embedding of n observations in a d << k306
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(i.e., Rd). For each point yi ∈ Rd in the low dimensional space, a local density is estimated as307

f (yi) =
k

Vol. of smallest hyper-sphere containing k-NNs of yi
(8)

The probability of an observation being an anomaly is computed as308

Pr(yi) = 1 − f (yi)
max j=1,...,n f (y j)

(9)

Figure 8 shows an example of scaling a k-dimensional vector into a two-dimension space by dimension reduction309

(see lower left corner canvas). The density distribution in the reduced MDS is interpreted as an anomaly score. A310

point with low dense neighbors is assumed to reflect the unusual consumption behavior (e.g., the Day 3 in Figure 8),311

while the points with many neighbors are assumed to be normal, e.g, Day 1 and 2.

Figure 8: Example of clustering-based anomaly detection (reproduce from [4])

312

The second baseline is a prediction-based detection method like ours. This method averages the readings at a313

specific hour of all days, and uses the mean value as the predicted value. To emphasize recent development of a time314

series, this method uses weighted averages, which linearly decreases the weights for previous values according to315

time distances (see [19] for further details). A higher weight is given to the recent values. After predicting the values316

within a certain time window, it then uses the statistical Gaussian method to determine anomalies.317

The third baseline is the Boxplot method, which has been used for examining numeric data outliers for decades.318

Boxplot uses the following five parameters to describe a data set (see Figure 9): lower fence, lower quartile, median,319

upper quartile and upper fence. A boxplot is represented by a rectangle for the upper and the lower quartile, and by320

a solid line for the median. The length between the upper and the lower quartile is the interquartile range, IQR. If a321

data point lies outside the lower or the upper fence, i.e., 1.5 ∗ IQR, it will be classified as an outlier. Boxplot has been322

indicated to be an acceptable approach for identifying outliers in most situations [15].323
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Figure 9: Description of Boxplot

Boxplot is usually applied to the points with a solo dimension. Therefore, in our case, we calculate the distances324

between the vectors of daily pattern and the mean of the vectors, then apply the Boxplot method. For example, the325

vector for the ith day is vi =< v0, v1, ..., v23 >, and the vector of the mean of all days is v̄ =< v̄0, v̄1, ..., v̄23 >. The326

Euclidean distance is327

d(i)(vi, v̄) = ||vi − v̄||2 (10)

Boxplot detects outliers in the distance values, d(1), d(2), ..., d(n), for the n days of a time series.328

4. Evaluation329

In this section, we will evaluate the proposed anomaly detection system, including the effectiveness of the detec-330

tion models, and the scalability of the lambda system.331

4.1. Datasets332

The test data include a real-world residential electricity consumption data set and a synthetic data set. The real-333

world data set consists of 27,300 time series, two years in length and hourly resolution. The size of the synthetic data334

set is up to one terabyte, corresponding to over twenty million time series. The data was generated by the time series335

data generator developed in our previous work [16], which used the real-world data set as the seed. In addition, we336

use outdoor temperature time series as the exogenous variable in our prediction model. We use the real-world data set337

to assess anomaly detection accuracy, and use the synthetic data set to assess system scalability.338

4.2. Experimental Settings339

The experiments were conducted in a cluster of 17 servers. We allocated the servers for the lambda system as340

follows: 5 servers for the speed layer, 12 servers for the batch layer, and a speed layer server also used for the341

serving layer to store detection models and notify users. All servers have the same configuration as follows: an342

Intel(R) i7-4770 CPU (3.40GHz 4 Cores), 16GB RAM, and a Seagate Harddrive (1TB, 6 GB/s, 32 MB Cache and343

7200 RPM). The servers run 64bit Ubuntu 12.04. PostgreSQL 9.4 is installed in the serving layer, with the settings:344

“shared buffers=4096MB, temp buffers=512MB, work mem=1024MB, checkpoint segments=64” and default values345

for others.346
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4.3. Accuracy of the Prediction Model347

We first evaluate the prediction model. We assume that residential consumption data follow a regular underlying348

pattern and therefore the model should be able to describe usual customer behaviors well. Otherwise, if the model349

cannot correctly interpret the observations, the predictions may be far from the observations, which will lead to the350

wrong classification. Prediction-based anomaly detection methods typically follow this idea and are related to the351

statistical measurement of the distances between the predicted and the observed values. The prediction method used352

is crucial for achieving good detection accuracy.353

Table 1 shows the coefficient validity of the PARX model generated by a randomly selected time series from the354

real-world data set. As shown in this table, the coefficient estimates of the last three days’ consumption values (p = 3)355

for a day d show very good significance, which is the same as the temperature coefficient estimates (see the p-test356

values). The number of “*”indicates the level of significance.357

Table 1: The validity of the coefficients of the PARX model

Explanatory

variable

Coefficient

estimate

Std. error t-value Two-tailed

p-test

Significance

Intercept 0.504 0.0729 6.92 1.33e-11 ***

yd−1 0.316 0.0406 7.79 3.58e-14 ***

yd−2 0.108 0.0387 3.45 0.001 **

yd−3 0.133 0.0422 2.56 0.0107 *

XT1 0.194 0.0189 10.24 1.34e-22 ***

XT2 -0.029 0.0085 -3.38 0.001 **

XT3 0.052 0.0193 2.68 0.008 **

0 ’***’, 0.001 ’**’, 0.01 ’*’, 0.05 ’.’, 0.1 ” Adjusted R2: 0.6341, n=534

We now use 10% randomly selected households (2,730) from the real-world data set to assess the prediction358

capability of PARX. For each time series, we use a quarter of the readings as training data to create the model (i.e.,359

6 months), and the rest are used as test data. In the test, we update the detection models iteratively for each day,360

and extend the training data set by adding the test data that have been used. We compare PARX with the following361

methods: 1) averaging which uses the mean value at a particular hour of the day as the predicted value for this hour in362

the next day; 2) weighted averaging which predicts a value by averaging weighted values at the same hour in previous363

days, and the weights linearly decrease according to the distance to the time of the measure [19]; 3) 3-Line which364

uses a three-piecewise linear regression algorithm to predict new consumption with outdoor temperature as one of365

its independent variables [6]; and 4) typical daily profile (TDP) [13] uses clustering to compute a typical daily load366

profile, and uses it for the prediction. For all methods, we compute their root-mean-square error (RMSE) and make367

the comparison. RMSE is a frequently used measurement to quantify the difference between the predicted values of a368
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model or an estimator and the actual observed values. It is defined by the following equation:369

RMS E =

√√
1
n

n∑

i=1

(ŷi − yi)2 (11)

where ŷi is the predicted value, yi is the actual value, and n is the number of data points. We obtain the following370

findings by comparing their RMSE values:371

− PARX outperforms the averaging method for 2,586 time series, the weighted averaging for 2,376 time series,372

the 3-Line for 2,612 time series, and the TDP for 2,508 time series.373

− Table 2 summarizes the mean values of RMSE over 2,730 time series for all the methods. PARX is 13.3% lower374

than the averaging, 7.7% lower than the weighted averaging, 21.7% lower than the 3-Line, and 17.2% lower375

than the TDP.376

− Figure 10 illustrates the mean RMSE values for all the methods for 10 randomly selected households over one377

year.378

Table 2: The mean RMSE values over 2,730 time series

Prediction Method RMSE

3-Line 0.92

TDP 0.87

Averaging 0.83

Weighted averaging 0.78

PARX 0.72

Figure 10: Average RMSE values of the five prediction methods on 10 randomly selected households over one year

According to the above results, PARX outperforms the others with the lowest prediction error. The averaging379

method predicts a new value using the mean of the values at the same hour in previous days. This approach takes380
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into account seasonality, but ignores the impact of outdoor temperature. Compared with the averaging method, the381

weighted averaging method gives a higher weight to adjacent values, which improves prediction accuracy to some382

extent. Its RMSE value is lower than the averaging method, which sounds reasonable as energy consumption patterns383

are often serially correlated [2]. The 3-Line method uses three piecewise linear regression lines to fit the relation384

between consumption and temperature, but it does not consider seasonality. On the other hand, The TDP method385

uses cluster centroids to predict new values. However, energy consumption has a variety nature, due to many factors386

such as the area of building, temperature, and occupancy. 3-Line and TDP both are the rough methods for prediction,387

which can be evidenced by their high RMSE values. In contrast, the PRAX method considers a variety of factors that388

can affect energy consumption, including adjacent readings (auto-regression), seasonality, and exogenous variables389

(weather temperature in our example). The lowest RMSE value confirms that PARX has good prediction accuracy.390

Nevertheless, we can observe that its mean RMSE value is still relatively high (greater than 0.7). If we explore individ-391

ual households, we can find that the RMSE values differentiate substantially between households (see Figure 10). The392

reason is that energy consumption patterns have high variability, which is related to living habits of different residents,393

weather conditions, occupancy, and many others. It is usually difficult to predict the consumption of the households394

with high variability, e.g., those with irregular living habits. In this experiment, as we have used the same prediction395

model for all households, regardless of their variability, this results in a higher RMSE value. For optimization, we396

can first compute consumption pattern variability using an entropy method [2], and identify the households with low397

variability, then uses these household data to create the prediction model. This is left to our future work.398

4.4. Impact of Model Update Frequency399

As discussed in Section 3.5, the benefit of using the lambda architecture is that the models can be iteratively400

updated at regular time intervals, while the detection performance is highly dependent on prediction accuracy. In401

the following, we will evaluate the impact of model update frequency on prediction performance. In statistics, the402

confidence interval is used to estimate the probability of the true value of a parameter in the form: estimate +/-403

variance of error. According to Equation (1), for each season, when the variance of the error term is given, the404

confidence intervals can be calculated for the prediction, for example, using standard inference techniques. Figure 11405

describes time series of observations and predictions, and the 95% confidence intervals of four consecutive days.406

Figure 11(a) is the result of the model updated every hour, and Figure 11(b) is the result of the model updated407

every day. The observed time series values (black line) are compared with the predicted values (red line). The 95%408

confidence intervals are indicated by the dashed lines, which have a different width over the days, due to the change409

of error variances. Obviously, the confidence intervals become wider when the prediction model is refreshed daily. In410

other words, frequent model updates can optimize prediction accuracy.411

In order to quantify the prediction performance when the model is updated in different frequencies, we compute412

the Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE) of 2,730 sampling time series over 4 days. Table 3 shows the number413

of time series contained in each category for different error levels. According to the results, PARX can produce414
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Figure 11: Impact of the PARX model update frequency

better forecasting results (less than 3% error) for 2,295 time series when the prediction model is refreshed every hour.415

When the model is refreshed daily, there are 1,601 time series whose errors are below 3%. Clearly, the prediction416

performance is improved for a higher update frequency.

Table 3: Prediction errors for different model update frequencies

Update every hour Update every day

MAPE
<1% <3% <5% <1% <3% <5%

1.987 2,295 2.324 125 1,601 1,823

417

4.5. Detection Accuracy418

In the following, we will study the performance of the proposed detection method under different settings, and419

compare it with baseline methods.420

4.5.1. Detect Under Various Settings421

We now detect the anomalies for a single time series. We first use a histogram to depict the distribution of422

Euclidean distances for a particular season (see Figure 12). The shape of the histogram shows that the distances satisfy423

a lognormal distribution for this season. In fact, all 24 seasons have similar shapes where lognormal distribution can424

fit well. Moreover, residential electricity consumption is closely related to the living habits of residents, e.g., people425

often get up early for work on weekdays. In the second experiment, we test anomalies according to different day426

types, including weekday, weekend & holiday. Figure 13 shows the results under different thresholds, ε, ranging from427

0.05 to 0.15. Obviously, when the days are treated differently, the overall identified anomalies for different day types428

are less than treating all days as the same type, due to better prediction accuracy. In terms of the threshold values, the429

number of anomalies is highly correlated, e.g, more are classified as anomalies when the threshold value increases. In430

real-world applications, the threshold values can be left to residents to decide and set, i.e., what consumption should431

be regarded as an anomaly, and when to receive an alerting message. We now compare the anomaly detection using432

Euclidean distance and KSC distance, respectively (see the distance metrics in Section 3.4). Figure 14 shows the433
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number of detected anomalies for the two distance metrics at different threshold values. As shown in the figure, when434

KSC distance metric is used, the number of anomalies nearly halves. This is because the overall consumption pattern435

has not changed, but has shifted slightly along the time axis. This corresponds to, for example, residents getting up a436

little later than usual, which should not be classified as an anomaly.437

Figure 12: Lognormal distribution of the dis-

tances

Figure 13: Detection under different day

types

Figure 14: Detection under different distance

metrics

Figure 15: The consumption time series of a typical household between June 10 and July 31, 2012

4.5.2. Compare with the Baselines438

We now compare the proposed anomaly detection system with the baselines listed in Section 3.6. Since it is439

hard to obtain labeled data, we use the electricity consumption data in the period with the least impact by outdoor440

temperature as the training data set, i.e., the time series of our data from spring to early summer, while use the data that441

are seriously affected by outdoor temperature as test data, i.e., the time series of summer. Figure 15 shows a typical442

residential consumption time series during this period. As shown in the figure, the time series has many peaks from443

June 10 to July 31, due to using air conditioners for cooling. We regard these peaks as anomalies if comparing with the444

historical consumption patterns without using an air conditioner. We now use the proposed prediction-based detection445

method and the baseline methods to detect anomalies of July 2012. Figure 16 shows the results. As shown, the446

patterns that are classified as anomalies are fewer by the prediction-based methods (PARX and weighted-averaging)447
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Figure 16: Compared with the baselines, July 2012

than the clustering-based and the Boxplot method. As a prediction-based method uses historical data for prediction, it448

is well suited to detect the first occurrence of a new pattern (as an anomaly). As anomaly detection is often associated449

with contextual factors, detected anomalies can be used to signal people for a further investigation to decide if it is a450

real anomaly or not. For example, if an air conditioner is used during summer and creates an unusual pattern, this new451

pattern should not be classified as an anomaly.452

As shown in Figure 16, our method classifies the least number of anomalies for reoccurring new patterns. This453

can be further explained by the following experiment. We zoom in the anomaly detection for a particular time series454

shown in Figure 15 (This figure only illustrates the time series from Jun 10, 2012 to Jul 31, 2012). Table 4 shows455

the days of daily pattern anomalies. We can observe that the PARX method only classifies the 5th and 6th days as456

anomalies. The reason is that these two days have a high consumption pattern that has not appeared before. When457

these two days’ data have been used as the incremental data for training the models, the onward high consumption458

days are classified to be normal (recall that PARX looks back three days for a prediction). In contrast, the clustering-459

based method treats all high consumption days as anomalies, and the Boxplot method does the same. The weighted460

averaging method has not classified the days of anomalies until the consumption data are smoothed for a few days. By461

the comparison, the proposed PARX method is more suitable for early detection of new patterns (“abnormal”) that are462

different to historical patterns. This can provide the information for utilities or customers to investigate, and decide463

whether they need to take appropriate actions or not.464

4.6. System Scalability465

In this section, we will evaluate system scalability on a cluster by using different degrees of parallelism, and466

different sizes of data set.467
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Table 4: The anomalies detected from the time series of July 2012

Days of anomaly

Clustering-based 5, 6, 7, 9, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 21, 30, 31

Boxplot 5, 6, 7, 9, 10,11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18,19, 21, 30, 31

Prediction-based (PARX) 5,6

Prediction-based (Weighted-averaging) 5, 6, 7, 9, 11,12

4.6.1. Scale-out Experiment468

We now evaluate the proposed system for a large data set. In this experiment, the baseline methods are not469

evaluated as they are not suitable for real-time anomaly detection. As mentioned earlier, Spark is used to refresh the470

detection models interatively, and Sparking Streaming is used to detect anomalies in real time. To assess the system471

scalability, we conduct the experiments by changing the number of executors of Spark, and use a fixed-size synthetic472

data set, 8 million time series in one year (275 GB). The data were generated by our consumption time series generator473

1. We conduct the experiments using the full set of the physical servers, and scale the number of Spark executors from474

8 to 256 to evaluate the capacity of batch jobs for training the models. We repeat each test for ten times, and report the475

statistical execution times using the Boxplot method (see Figure 17). According to the results shown in the figure, the476

execution time and the variance decrease when more executors are added. However, when the number of executors477

reaches 64, the increased parallelism does not further speed up the batch processing performance, which might be due478

to the overhead of managing a large number of executors in Spark. We now evaluate the performance of real-time479

anomaly detection on Spark Streaming. Again, we have increased the number of executors from 8 to 256. As we480

are only interested in the system scalability, we use same detection models for all the tests, i.e., without updating481

the models residing in the serving layer. Figure 18 indicates that the variance of the execution times is greater than482

the model training in batch jobs (see Figure 17). This can be explained by the fact that the real-time batch of Spark483

Streaming has high execution time variability (For clarification, the concept of the real-time batch in Spark Streaming484

is called pulse, which is different to the batch job in the lambda system).485

4.6.2. Increased Load Experiment486

To evaluate the system scalability for large-scale data sets, we compare different workloads. According to the487

above experiments, the optimal number of executors for the model training and the detection is 64 and 128, respec-488

tively. In this experiment, we choose the best executor number (executor memory is set to 4GB), but increase the489

number of time series from 8 to 24 million (corresponds to the size from 275 to 825GB). Figure 19 shows the process-490

ing times for different workloads. We can observe that the training and the detection process can scale linearly with491

the number of time series. In this case, the detection time is the total execution time of all time series of one year, i.e.,492

1Available at https://github.com/xiufengliu/DataGenerator-Cluster-Version
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Figure 17: Batch model training Figure 18: Real-time detection Figure 19: Size-up experiment

the job takes less than 2 minutes to process 8 million time series under the optimal settings. The average time for each493

real-time batch is only a few seconds (recall that a batch of Spark Streaming processes the data of one hour). For a494

real-world deployment, the detection program can be set to run every hour to check hourly readings of smart meters.495

According to the results, the lambda system has good scalability, and has the capability to handle large-scale smart496

meter data in parallel.497

Unlike the real-time anomaly detection in the speed layer, the training process in the batch layer uses a full set of498

the data to re-generate the models in each iteration. For our experiments, the real-time detection is performed every499

hour, and Spark Streaming runs periodic batches (or pulses) to process the data. This results in more total time because500

of the starting overhead of each batch. The training and the detection program can be deployed in a different cluster501

or in the same cluster. If deployed in the same cluster, the system requires a reasonable way to allocate computing502

resources properly. For example, because a batch job takes more time, it can be scheduled to run immediately after a503

real-time job. A scheduling system for coordinating batch and real-time jobs is needed in order to maximize the usage504

of computing resources of a cluster, and this will be our future work.505

5. Conclusions and Future Work506

Analysis and detection of anomalies are crucial in the life cycle of smart meter data management, while the507

implementation of an online anomaly detection system is challenging. In this paper, we have proposed a novel concept508

that applies the lambda architecture to the anomaly detection for high frequent energy consumption data. The proposed509

system supports iterative model updates and real-time anomaly detection. We have proposed a prediction-based510

detection method that is able to detect daily pattern anomalies, as well as the patterns of other window sizes. We have511

compared the proposed detection method with three baseline methods, and evaluated the lambda system scalability512

for processing large-scale data on a cluster. The results have shown that the proposed method has good detection513

accuracy, and the implemented detection system has good scalability. This paper has validated the effectiveness of514

using a lambda system to achieve real-time capability for processing big data.515
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For future work, we will study the anomaly detection for the time series with high variability. We plan to explore516

how to detect a wide range of anomalies, including missing values, negative energy consumption, device errors and517

more. In addition, we will provide the support for other energy consumption data, including gas, heating, and water,518

and implement corresponding detection algorithms.519
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